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A classic example of biotic replacement tn the fossil record is that of articulat.e brachiopods by
bivalves in shallow Inarine, level-bottonl communities. Tabulation of the diversity of each of these
clades through time, however, has shown that this is not an example of gradual competitive
displacement of one group by another. Rather, bivalves and brachiopods were "ships that passed in
the night tt and the· pattern of change-over is the result of how each group responded to the endPernlian mass extinction. On the other hand, empirical studies have shown that these two groups
share many of the same resources and that interspecitlc competition could take place if individuals
from each group co-occurred in the same environment. On the microevolutionary scale, species do
react to such competition (recorded as niche partItioning), and bivalves and brachiopods are
excellent candidates for such a process. The documented history of these two groups requires either
that micro-scale competition was occurring but is masked by macro-scale pattern or that direct
competition was prevented from occurring.
Jnitial results of reciprocal averaging of data from rocks straddling the Pennsylvanian-Pennian
boundary in the northern Mid-Continent of North America show a strong segregation in the
occurrence of bivalves and articulate
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range from coastal paralic to shallow
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open-marine. The figure clearly shows
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that bivalves are more likely to occur
with
other
bivalves
than
with
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brachiopods and vice-versa. In fact, this
separation was recognized by previous
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investigators and used to help define
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biofacies. There is at least partial
mediation of the pattern by environment,
as bivalves are more tolerant of conditions that are hostile to brachiopods (temperature and salinity
variations, for example). This explains why brachiopods are absent or rare in some collections but
fails to clarify why bivalves are absent or rare in some environments that should ~ave
been
inhabitable to them.
This pattern implies that real differences existed in the paleoecolo!:,'Y of bivalves and articulate
brachiopods and that their post-Paleozoic history may not sinlply reflect the vagaries of chance
during recovery. After the extinction event, bivalves came to dominate environments that had
previously been the domain of articulate brachiopods. If they always had the ability to occupy these
environments, it is possible that they were prevented from doing so by sonle sort of ecological
incumbency mechanism favoring brachiopods. Disruption of such a mechanism during the endPennian extinction may be what alJowed bivalves to occupy habitats previously dominated by
brachiopods. It is conceivable that the different degree of extinction in these two groups during this
event and the pattern of recovery afterwards were influenced by selective habitat destruction with
favor being shown on the habitats already occupied by bivalves.
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